Scale with confidence on Akamai Connected Cloud

With more distribution, reliability, and visibility, Akamai Connected Cloud puts applications closer to your users — and keeps threats farther away.

Learn more

Build applications anywhere.
Secure and run them everywhere.

Explore services powered by Akamai Connected Cloud, the world's most distributed platform for cloud computing, security, and content delivery.
Build

Boost performance, speed innovation. Develop, deploy, and scale your cloud infrastructure everywhere your business connects online.

See cloud computing services
Secure

Outsmart the most sophisticated threats. Protect your data, workforce, systems, and digital experiences everywhere your business meets the world.

See security services
Deliver

Make digital magic. Flawlessly deliver apps and experiences closer to your customers, wherever they connect.

See content delivery services

The world’s leading publishing companies trust Akamai
RESEARCH PAPER

Lurking in the Shadows: Attack Trends Shine Light on API Threats

As use grows, attackers increasingly target APIs. New research reveals attack trends and vulnerabilities.
NEW PRODUCT FEATURE

Shield NS53: Advanced security for on-prem or hybrid DNS infrastructure

Our industry-leading Edge DNS solution now protects on-prem and hybrid DNS against NXDOMAIN attacks while delivering faster DNS performance.

Get details
Akamai Expands Offerings in Hybrid DNS Infrastructure Security with Shield NS53

Shield NS53 protects on-premises and hybrid DNS infrastructure from resource exhaustion attacks.

Read more

Akamai Research Finds 29% of Web Attacks Target APIs

Akamai today released a new State of the Internet (SOTI) report. Lurking in the Shadows: Attack Trends Shine Light on API Threats highlights the array of attacks that are targeting APIs and finds that 29% of overall web attacks targeted APIs from Jan...

Read more

Akamai and Neural Magic Partner to Accelerate Deep Learning AI

Akamai and Neural Magic, a developer of software that accelerates artificial intelligence (AI) workloads, today announced a strategic partnership intended to supercharge deep learning capabilities on Akamai's distributed computing infrastructure.

Read more